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Javad Mobile Tools for Android allows you to program 
your TRIUMPH-3 for RTPK.
RTPK is a post-processing engine inside your receiver 
that processes the same real-time data as RTK uses. 
So, in addition to the RTK solution, TRIUMPH-3 can 
generate a second solution. These two independent 
solutions (RTK and RTPK) can be used either to rich Fix 
solution as much as possible or to compare the two 
solutions to have a robust solution.
1. Run rover and obtain corrections from RTK base or 
RTK network.
2. Go to RTK Survey and select Survey Settings by tap-
ping survey settings button.
3. In the RTPK area, set RTPK run period with Run RTPK 
after list and RTPK mode with RTPK/RTK Mode list.  

Figure 1. Survey settings

 

Run RTPK after period defines how often RTPK is run. 
JMT will run RTPK after each second defined there. 
Setting the period at least 30 or 60 seconds is recom-
mended because RTPK computation requests time 
and resources. 
RTPK/RTK Mode can be either First Fix or Both Fix 
Compare. In the First Fix mode survey is over, then ei-
ther RTK or RTPK got a fix solution.  Both Fix Compare 
mode requests two fixes: both RTK and RTPK should 
produce a fix solution, JMT compares the solution co-
ordinates, and then they are close to each other (no 
more than 10 cm), JMT stores the average position as 
a result. That increases the robustness of the survey.
Select the Remove result files check box to remove tem-
porary raw files.
Return to Surveying and check that the settings are ap-
plied: look to Collect 10ep|RTPK (for First Fix mode) or 
Collect 10ep+RTPK (for Both Fix Compare mode):

  

Figure 2. RTPK/RTK Mode

 
4. Start the survey by tapping the green circle survey 
button. JMT will run RTPK in your receiver each period 
of time. Depends on the mode, JMT will use either the 
first Fix solution or wait both Fix solutions and com-
pare them.

RTPK on TRIUMPH-3*

* RTPK with TRIUMPH-3 and Javad Mobile Tools for Android
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5. You can check the results for each survey point. Go 
to Points and select View/Edit for a point. You can see 
RTPK information for the point (with deltas between 
RTK and RTPK, if Both Fix Compare mode was used).  

Figure 3. RTPK information 

Clicking to the selected in red area opens the full RTPK 
report.

Figure 4. Full RTPK report
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6. Also, during export to a text file, the user can select 
a position from RTK (Easting/Nothing/Up) or RTPK 
(RTPK Pos Nothing/RTPK Pos Easting/RTPK Pos Up):

Figure 5. Export
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